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AVM cascades allow users to create a valuation solution customized to their individual requirements. Lenders can 
incorporate multiple AVMs, confi dence scores, risk scores, different measures of model accuracy and requirements for 
coverage into a cascade tailored to their lending footprint and risk tolerance. Each AVM cascade is a unique model with 
unique performance characteristics. The method of gathering AVM test data and creating cascades determines the user’s 
ability to predict their performance in production. No matter the application, it is critical that risk managers know what 
performance to expect from their cascade. The purpose of this paper is to examine the role that conditional logic plays in 
constructing AVM cascades that perform as expected.

What Is Conditional Logic?
Cascades are logic tables that identify, among other things, the sequence in which AVMs are called. Conditional logic is a 
method for establishing AVM sequence so that the most successful AVMs are selected in the right order. In practice this 
means that AVMs in 2nd, 3rd, and subsequent positions will only value the properties that were not successfully valued 
by the preceding AVMs. Therefore, it is critical to create and evaluate each cascade rule using an iterative approach where 
later position AVMs are only evaluated on the properties that they would actually evaluate in their respective cascade 
positions.

Using Conditional Logic to Build the Optimal Cascade1

Before we construct a cascade, it is important to know what, exactly, we want to accomplish. For this example, let’s say 
there are four AVMs available and our goal is to ensure that at least 78% percent of our AVM values are +/- 15% of the 
benchmark at a reasonable hit rate. Here are our initial test results of individual AVM performance:

ROUND 1
NON-CONDITIONAL RANKING DETERMINES FIRST POSITION

 MODEL  % OF VALUES +/- 15%  HITS OUT OF 1000 RECORDS

 Red – 1st Position  79%  518

 Blue  78%  613

 Green  77%  449

 Yellow  73%  757

What is the optimal cascade? Since Red and Blue AVMs both produce values accurate enough for our threshold, it is 
tempting to set a cascade using them in 1st and 2nd position respectively and presume that the cascade accuracy would 
meet our threshold. But will it? Because we don’t know how Blue AVM would perform on the properties that the AVM 
couldn’t value, we would only be able to guess what would happen in combination. For that matter, we don’t know if 
another AVM’s results on the properties Red AVM couldn’t value are better than Blue AVM’s results. Certainly we have 
no idea what the hit rate or accuracy would be of a cascade of all four AVMs using just the individual summary results. 
By incorporating conditional logic, we can create a logic table and know what performance to expect out of the overall 
cascade.

Conditional logic would create a cascade in four iterations:

Red AVM meets our accuracy threshold and is the most accurate of the four. Therefore, we will start the cascade with Red 
AVM in 1st position.

  NON-CONDITIONAL RANKING

 MODEL  % OF VALUES +/- 15%  HITS OUT OF 1000 RECORDS

 Green  77%  449

 Blue  78%  613

 Red  79%  518

 Yellow  73%  757

1 This data is a transposition of actual CoreLogic testing data.
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ROUND 2
       REMOVE RECORDS VALUED BY RED AVM AND RECALCULATE PERFORMANCE

 MODEL  % OF VALUES +/- 15%  HITS OUT OF 482 RECORDS

 Blue  75%  238

 Green – 2nd Position  80%  47

 Yellow  69%  371

Note the change in performance for all models, especially Blue AVM. Blue AVM had been the second best behind Red 
in the non-conditional ranking, but it is not the best at valuing the properties remaining after Red AVM has made an 
attempt. Also notice how few results the Green AVM will return in production.

Although we can tell at this point that Yellow AVM would be, at best, in 4th position, it is still necessary to recalculate 
performance with the Blue AVM hits removed. Otherwise we do not know the accuracy or number of hits we would 
expect Yellow AVM to contribute to the overall cascade.

ROUND 4
       REMOVE RECORDS VALUED BY ALL OTHER AVMS AND RECALCULATE PERFORMANCE

 MODEL  % OF VALUES +/- 15%  HITS OUT OF 435 RECORDS

 Yellow  – 4th Position 59%  144

Now we can make a series of informed decisions. We can meet our threshold for 78% cascade accuracy with a three-
model cascade that will deliver a 79% hit rate. More conservatively, we can decide that our accuracy threshold applies 
to the marginal accuracy of additional AVMs, in which case we would stop at a two-model cascade. Either way, we can 
estimate the volume of AVMs we will need from each model and negotiate accordingly. Although incorporating Yellow 
AVM does not meet our previously established threshold, we now have the information needed to decide if we want to 
change our accuracy threshold to 74% in order to achieve a 93% hit rate. The goal of this paper is not to recommend 
optimal accuracy tolerances, but rather suggest that using conditional logic is critical in cascade creation so that users 
have the right information to make a decision.

ROUND 3
       REMOVE RECORDS VALUED BY RED AVM AND GREEN AVM RECALCULATE PERFORMANCE

 MODEL  % OF VALUES +/- 15%  HITS OUT OF 435 RECORDS

 Blue – 3rd Position 75%  223

 Yellow  69%  333

CONDITIONAL CASCADE

THE CUMULATIVE AND MARGINAL COMPONENTS OF OUR CASCADE OPTIONS

MODE MARGINAL ACCURACY  CASCADE ACCURACY  MARGINAL HITS CASCADE HIT RATE

Red  79%  79%  518  52%

Green  80%  79%  47  56%

Blue  75%  78%  223  79%

Yellow  59%  74%  142  93%
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A Side Note
Remember earlier in the article when we were looking only at the non-conditional rankings? It seemed that we could 
use the individual model summary results to support a Red-Blue cascade because both models independently met our 
threshold of 78% accuracy. Now, we can see from the conditional research that a Red-Blue cascade would yield a 76% hit 
rate and 77.7% accuracy rate. How can it be that both models had overall accuracy of 78%, yet a combination produced 
lower accuracy? The answer is that the properties valued by both models were the most accurate. The properties that 
Red couldn’t value were tougher for Blue to value accurately, so the marginal values added by Blue were not as accurate 
as Blue’s results on all properties. This is a very common phenomenon in AVM testing. We accomplished a higher hit rate 
and better accuracy using the conditional logic approach, plus we know (rather than guess) that we met our accuracy 
threshold.

Conclusion
AVM cascades are clearly powerful tools for Collateral Risk Managers. But as Spiderman says, “With great power comes 
great responsibility.” As we have seen, using conditional logic to establish model selection and order can signifi cantly 
improve hit rates and accuracy, and provide risk managers with the information needed to make sound decisions. 
CoreLogic uses conditional logic to create custom and standard cascades to meet client’s unique performance objectives. 
For more information, please contact Susan Allen (suallen@corelogic.com) or your CoreLogic representative.


